
MATRIX MONITOR
Friday September 10, 2021

Welcome to Next5’s weekly digest – emerging technology news and
analysis to keep you on your game and ready for what’s Next

This week’s Next5 Matrix Monitor features the latest on Xi Jinping’s “common
prosperity” campaign, a U.S. legal ruling on AI listed as “inventor” on patents, El
Salvador’s rollout of Bitcoin as legal tender, a mini CRISPR system, the world's

strongest high temperature superconducting magnet for fusion power plants, 3D-printing
parts for ultracold quantum experiments, remote controlled EVs, China’s pursuit of
semiconductor self-sufficiency, China’s quantum radar technology, organizational

cybersecurity readiness, and the DOD’s supply chain taskforce.



DIGITALIZATION
→ Apple this week walked back its plan to implement on-device scanning for known
Child Sectual Abuse Material (CSAM) with the introduction of iOS15 - a move that many
warned could lead to massive privacy violations or censoring. The company said it needed
more time to make improvements before releasing the new features. One argument raised
against Apple’s on-device scanning is that authoritarian governments will force scope creep.
They say that Apple’s CSAM detection will be turned towards screening images. However,
Apple made several policy choices designed to rebut the “slippery slope arguments.” These
include limiting scanning to photos that are shared on the iCloud relying on two different child
protection organizations to provide the set of known-bad CSAM images and human review of
detected images. Perhaps the most compelling was that Apple could limit deployment of the
technology geographically. At the end of the day, all of these policies, however, could be
trumped by legislation and legal compulsion. So far, all approaches to countering CSAM issues
compromise some level of privacy and security, even for the options that aren’t the best at
detecting CSAM. #DIG #USA Risky.Biz Wired

→ Chinese companies have quickly adopted the newly popular slogan “common
prosperity” as they seek to stay on the right side of President Xi Jinping’s government. In
support of Beijing’s common-prosperity campaign, Alibaba vowed to spend the equivalent of
$15.5B by 2025. The funding would be deployed in areas such as technological innovation,
economic development, the creation of high-quality jobs, and care for vulnerable groups. It listed
10 key initiatives, including supporting digitalization in underdeveloped areas, helping smaller
businesses to grow and to expand abroad, and improving the welfare of gig-economy workers.
Also, Tencent said it would spend the equivalent of $7.7B this year promoting the same cause.
Common prosperity isn’t a new term, but it has taken on greater significance recently. It was
used by Mr. Xi at a major meeting on financial and economic affairs last month, reflecting his
government’s heightened focus on social equality. That focus helps explain recent clampdowns
on powerful technology companies such as Alibaba and Tencent, as well as on other
businesses seen as contributing to social divides. #DIG #CHN WSJ

→ Automated resume-scanning software is contributing to a “broken” hiring system in
the U.S., according to a new report from Harvard Business School. Such software is used
by employers to filter job applicants but is mistakenly rejecting millions of viable candidates. The
study’s authors identify several factors blocking people from employment but say automated
hiring software is one of the biggest. The exact mechanics of how automated software
mistakenly rejects candidates are varied, but generally stem from the use of overly simplistic
criteria to divide “good” and “bad” applicants. For example, some systems automatically reject
candidates with gaps of longer than six months in their employment history, without ever asking
the cause of this absence. It might be due to pregnancy, because they were caring for an ill
family member, or simply because of difficulty finding a job in a recession. Companies seem well
aware of these problems. Nearly nine out of 10 executives surveyed said they knew automated
software was mistakenly filtering out viable candidates. But fixing these issues will require
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overhauling many aspects of the hiring system, from where companies look for candidates in
the first place to how they deploy software in the process. #DIG #USA The Verge WSJ

→ In 2020, in-store mobile payments grew in the U.S. by 29%, according to research firm
eMarketer, which predicts more than half of smartphone users will pay with their phones
by 2025. But it isn’t just credit cards that smartphones have rendered obsolete. Aetna and
Cigna now offer digital, printable insurance cards. And you can tap and pay at all New York City
subway stations to travel. Soon, driver’s licenses, work IDs, and other keys will have their digital
debut, too. Apple’s upcoming iOS 15 has a new mobile driver’s license feature, and eight states
have already signed up. Apps for hotel chains now let you bypass the lobby and go straight to
your room, and iOS 15 will let you add hotel keys right to your Apple Wallet. The same goes for
house keys, provided you have a compatible smart lock. Meanwhile, BMW cars can already be
unlocked with Apple’s solution—Google announced something similar coming in Android 12.
Some car makers, such as Tesla, even have smartphone apps that let you drive when you’re
logged in. The use of the physical wallet will continue to grow more and more obsolete as the
vast majority of industries continue to digitize their processes. #DIG #FIN #USA WSJ

SATELLITES & NAVIGATION
→ The U.S. Space Force was expected this year to choose which vendors will build
next-generation weather satellites for the Defense Department. But the competition is
being extended until 2022 to give the teams more time to fine-tune their designs. The
Space Enterprise Consortium — a Space Force organization that works with startups and
commercial space companies — in June 2020 awarded $309M in contracts to three teams:
Raytheon Technologies, General Atomics, and Atmospheric & Space Technology Research
Associates. All three are proposing concepts for a constellation of polar-orbiting weather
imaging and cloud characterization satellites known as Electro-Optical Infrared Weather
System, or EWS. The EWS satellites will collect cloud forecasting and theater weather imagery
data. That data currently is provided by an aging constellation of four Defense Meteorological
Satellite Program (DMSP) spacecraft that are expected to run out of service life anywhere from
late 2023 to 2026. #SAT #USA Space News

→ The Defense Department’s Space Development Agency’s Tranche 1 Transport Layer is
expected to be one of the most complex networks the U.S. government has ever
deployed in space. This layer is the key enabler for moving data across domains for real-time
targeting, analysis, and decision-making to support warfighter missions. The ability of these
satellites to form an intricate, globally integrated network will impact joint warfighting operations
and the safety of U.S. forces on the ground. An Op-ed published in SpaceNews argues that, for
this reason, how satellites are stitched together in a highly complex, multi-band and
multi-network system needs to be at the forefront of the Transport Layer discussion. #SAT #USA
Space News
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
→ A U.S. federal judge ruled that AI cannot be listed as inventor on patents, marking the
first U.S. ruling in a global dispute over the legitimacy of computer-created inventions.
This case arose when an appeal was made after the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office rejected
the patent application filed for DABUS’s inventions, a “creativity machine” created by The
Artificial Inventor Project. The judge argued that the use of “individual” in the Patent Act
suggests that only natural persons can be inventors, and vice versa. However, if DABUS could
not be listed as an inventor, it might disincentivize the development of AI in the future. #AI #USA
Bloomberg

→ AI holds great promise to increase the quality and reduce the cost of healthcare in
developed and developing countries. But a paper recently published in Nature Human
Behaviour shows that an obstacle to using it is patients don’t trust it. They do not believe they
understand how AI makes medical decisions; they view its decision-making as a black box. By
contrast, participants overestimated how well they understood how human doctors make
medical decisions; they erroneously believe they better understand how humans make medical
decisions. A possible solution is to provide patients with an explanation of how both types of
care providers make decisions. #AI #BIO HBR

NEXT GENERATION COMMUNICATIONS
→ AT&T is urging the Federal Communications Commission to implement a spectrum
screen for mid-band frequencies, in part citing T-Mobile’s large holdings. In a blog post,
AT&T Executive Vice President of Federal Regulatory Relations Joan Marsh explained that
spectrum screens don’t limit how much spectrum a company can hold, but do provide a way to
help the FCC identify spectrum purchases that could hurt competition. In a petition (PDF) filed
September 1 asking the FCC for a rulemaking to establish a mid-band spectrum screen, AT&T
said major providers have spectrum assets to compete near-term but pointed to an already
“substantial imbalance” in mid-band holdings of major 5G carriers. In merging with Sprint,
T-Mobile amassed a large trove of 2.5 GHz mid-band spectrum and has been viewed as having
a head-start in mid-band 5G. AT&T wants the regulator to adopt a mid-band screen for all future
spectrum acquisitions between 2.5 GHz and 6 GHz. #5G #USA Fierce Wireless

→ JMA Wireless, Amazon Web Services (AWS), and Crown Castle have completed a
private LTE network deployment for Carnegie Mellon University using Citizens
Broadband Radio Service (CBRS) spectrum. Plans for the project started in mid-2020, as
CMU looked to upgrade cellular connectivity to support research at its Living Edge Lab on
campus. The CBRS network took less than three months to construct and commission, and first
went live this summer in June. JMA and AWS have partnered on private networks using CBRS
before, including trials in California school districts this summer as part of an effort to tackle the
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digital divide. That collaboration also involves Intel, CommScope, and Megh Computing.
Universities and carriers are teaming up on private wireless as well. The University of
Tennessee and AT&T have plans for a private 5G network testbed using millimeter spectrum on
campus this fall to explore 5G use cases and digital learning. #5G Fierce Wireless

→ Major tech players are well into the development of 6G as most of us are still working
to wrap our heads around 5G. Qualcomm, Apple, Google, and LG are all members of a 6G
working group. In broad strokes, 6G is envisioned as truly subsuming wireless connectivity into
everything around us with network coverage and bandwidth availability so effortless we cease to
worry about them—that's a task that 5G may only start accomplishing. This suggests 6G will
need to scale both up and down, from connections that need huge bandwidth like home ISP
(Internet Service Provider) service to devices that need only a small amount to report pressure
or temperature, like a piece of future smart clothing. Another area where 6G may take a handoff
from 5G is coverage. 5G can offer good bandwidth to a large area or amazing bandwidth to a
small area, but in between is something of a technical and economic null zone. Therefore, one
of 6G's mandates would be to overlap coverage and bandwidth without tradeoffs. #5G #USA
#KOR Cnet

FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGY
→ The Securities and Exchange Commission is investigating the startup behind one of
the biggest cryptocurrency exchanges, as regulators probe further into parts of the
digital-asset market that have resisted oversight. Regulators are examining Uniswap Labs,
the main developer of the world’s largest decentralized exchange (DEX), called Uniswap.
DEXes are hubs of a fast-growing crypto marketplace known as decentralized finance, or DeFi.
The term DeFi encompasses a variety of projects that seek to automate traditional financial
activities, such as trading or lending, using cryptocurrencies. DEXes don't have a central person
or team deciding which tokens can be traded over a “protocol” (a way for distributed networks of
computers to communicate with each other). So unlike a traditional stock exchange that
chooses to list or delist securities, a DEX allows its users to decide what to trade—tens of
thousands of unique tokens can be traded on Uniswap. Enforcement attorneys are seeking
information about how investors use Uniswap and how it is marketed. #FIN WSJ

→ Nearly $240B in value was wiped from the
cryptocurrency market on Tuesday, September 8,
as El Salvador contended with a bumpy rollout of
Bitcoin as legal tender, and major crypto
exchanges saw widespread global outages. The
broad market for cryptocurrencies fell from more than
$2.3T in value to below $2.08T by 4 p.m. ET,
according to data from CoinMarketCap.com — down
nearly 12 percent in a 24-hour period. All of the major
cryptos were down, except for Solana, which has
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soared more than 300 percent over the past month. The launch came with some stumbles as
the country’s official e-wallet app was unavailable Tuesday morning on major app stores like
Apple’s and Google’s. Earlier Tuesday, El Salvador’s government had bought 400 Bitcoin, worth
at the time about $21M, making it the first country to put Bitcoin on its balance sheet and hold it
in its reserves. After the price of Bitcoin began to drop Tuesday morning, President Nayib
Bukele announced the country bought another 150 Bitcoin. #FIN #SLV NYP

AEROSPACE & SPACE
→ Virgin Galactic won’t be allowed to operate space flights until aviation regulators
finish investigating an earlier mission carrying billionaire entrepreneur Richard Branson.
Virgin Galactic said the spacecraft, called the Unity, shifted out of its planned trajectory for one
minute and 41 seconds as it returned to the ground on July 11, prompting the FAA to examine
what happened. The company attributed the deviation in its flight path on July 11 to wind and
said pilots who commanded the ship responded appropriately to changing conditions as they
brought the Unity back to the Spaceport America facility in New Mexico. Virgin Galactic also
said then that the Unity never went outside of the geographic confines that had been
established for the mission, and that those on board were never in any danger. An FAA
spokesman said Thursday the Unity ship can’t be operated until the agency approves a final
report on the July 11 matter, or determines the issues related to the Unity’s shift out of its
planned trajectory that day didn’t affect public safety. #AER #USA WSJ

→ The Chang’e-5 orbiter module, which facilitated China’s complex lunar sample return
last year, is on its way to the moon following deep space tests. The orbiter, one of four
distinct Chang’e-5 mission spacecraft, delivered a return module containing 1.731 kilograms of
lunar samples to Earth on December 16 before firing its engines to deep space for an extended
mission. The spacecraft is under the control of the Beijing Aerospace Flight Control Center
(BACC), which is responsible for telemetry, tracking, and command of spacecraft. BACC has not
yet provided an update on the plans for Chang’e-5, and NASA currently has no plans to trade
any of its Apollo-era lunar samples with those returned by China’s Chang’e-5 mission; although,
the agency’s chief scientist Jim Green expressed hope for such an exchange in the future.
China is planning a follow-up lunar sample return, Chang’e-6, in 2024 which is nominally part of
the joint China-Russia International Lunar Research Station. The French space agency will
contribute a science payload to Chang’e-6. #AER #CHN #USA Space News

BIOTECHNOLOGY
→ The many different CRISPR systems in use or being clinically tested for gene therapy
of diseases in the eye, liver, and brain remain limited in their scope. They all suffer from the
same flaw: they're too large and, therefore, too hard to deliver into cells, tissues, or living
organisms. In a paper published September 3 in Molecular Cell, researchers at Stanford
University announce what they believe is a major step forward for CRISPR: An efficient,
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multi-purpose, mini CRISPR system. Whereas the commonly used CRISPR systems are made
of about 1,000 to 1,500 amino acids, their "CasMINI" has 529. The researchers confirmed in
experiments that CasMINI could delete, activate, and edit genetic code just like its beefier
counterparts. Its smaller size means it should be easier to deliver into human cells and the
human body, making it a potential tool for treating diverse ailments, including eye disease, organ
degeneration, and genetic diseases generally. #BIO #USA Science Daily

→ The deep structure of life is the existence of physical units (cells or organisms) that
can reproduce themselves, allowing small variations. Those ingredients—reproduction and
variation—together drive evolution by natural selection and generate a diverse population that
can survive changes and exploit new opportunities. Visionary engineer John von Neumann gave
precise designs for mathematical models of objects he called “universal replicators.” They
consist of three basic parts: a machine A that can gather resources and assemble things
following a program, a program B that instructs A how to make desired products, and a master
program C that instructs A how to make A + B + C. Exploiting modern technologies, one could
in principle elaborate on his designs to make a hybrid 3D printer/computer system that collects
material to build something desired plus a copy of itself. It wouldn’t be hard to incorporate life’s
other secret ingredient—variation—either by deliberate programming or by loose quality control.
In sum, as scientists master the art of making molecular machines according to plans encoded
in DNA, von Neumann’s vision will get closer to practicality. Most profoundly, by embodying
biology’s deep structure, self-reproducing machines would blur the distinction between life and
non-life. #AI #BIO WSJ

GREEN TECHNOLOGY
→ Commonwealth Fusion Systems (CFS) and MIT's Plasma Science and Fusion Center
(PSFC), on Wednesday, September 8, announced the successful test of the world's
strongest high temperature superconducting (HTS) magnet, the key technology for a
device that will unlock the path to clean commercial fusion energy for the world. The
milestone test, conducted at MIT's Plasma Science and Fusion Center, proved that the magnet
built at scale can reach a sustained magnetic field of more than 20 Tesla, enough to enable
CFS's compact tokamak device, called SPARC, to achieve net energy from fusion, a historic
first. Tokamaks are donut-shaped devices that use magnets to control and insulate a plasma in
which fusion occurs. In the past, tokamaks used low-temperature superconducting magnets that
required them to be enormous in size to create the magnetic field needed to attempt to achieve
net energy. CFS HTS magnets will enable significantly stronger magnetic fields and as a result
significantly smaller tokamaks. Fusion power plants will have advantages over traditional power
plants as they will be carbon-free, dispatchable, have limitless fuel supply, and are inherently
safer than other types of plants. #GRN #USA PR Newswire

→ In President Biden’s vision of a green future, half of all new cars sold in 2030 will be
electric, but the U.S. does not have enough outlets to plug in all those cars and trucks.
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The country has tens of thousands of public charging stations with about 110,000 chargers. But
experts say that number needs to be at least five to 10 times larger to achieve the President’s
goal. Building that many will cost tens of billions of dollars, far more than the $7.5B that
lawmakers have set aside in the infrastructure bill. While private investors are pouring hundreds
of millions of dollars into building chargers, sales of electric cars are not growing fast enough to
make charging profitable. It could be years before most charging companies break even, let
alone mint big profits like Exxon Mobil and Chevron. The European Union, which is further along
in electrifying cars, had nearly 200K public charging points last year while China had more than
800K in 2020. European and Chinese officials have offered better incentives and imposed
tougher regulations in part because they want to win a global race to build the cars and trucks of
the future. #GRN #USA #CHN #EUR NYT

→ Successful economies have several things in common, including a stable and reliable
energy system with relatively affordable prices for households and businesses. This puts
developing countries such as India in a difficult position as their infrastructure is mostly
underdeveloped and production largely dependent on the marginal costs of fossil fuels. After
China and the U.S., India is the third-largest emitter of greenhouse gasses. India needs
approximately $500B to invest in wind and solar infrastructure, grid expansion, and storage, to
reach the 450 GW capacity target by 2030. The country is supposedly on track to reach its
intermediary goal of 175 GW by 2022. In the first four months of 2021, $6.6B was committed for
the renewables sector which could easily overtake the record of $8.4B during the year up until
Covid struck. Although this amount is a fraction of what is necessary until 2030, there seems to
be a momentum that the government in New Delhi is supporting with sound policies.
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India’s sources of electricity production

#GRN #IND #CHN #USA Yahoo Finance

→ Solid state batteries could be game-changing for the EV industry because they store
more energy, charge faster, and could be safer than currently used lithium ion batteries.
Solid-state batteries tend to be safer and more stable than liquid lithium-ion batteries because
the electrolyte is volatile and flammable at high temperatures, making electric vehicles using
lithium-ion batteries more prone to fires and chemical spills. Despite the many advantages of
solid-state batteries, they are expensive to manufacture and prone to cracking due to the
brittleness of the electrolyte as it expands and contracts during use. Companies trying to mass
produce solid-state batteries include Toyota, Panasonic, Volkswagen, Stellantis, Ford, BMW,
Hyundai, and Samsung. Electric vehicles market leader Tesla has so far not said it wants to
develop or use solid-state cells in its cars. #GRN #USA #DEU #KOR #JPN Reuters

ADVANCED MANUFACTURING
→ A team of physicists at the University of Nottingham have shown that 3D-printing parts
for ultracold quantum experiments allows them to shrink their apparatus to just a third of
its usual size. Their work, published in the journal Physical Review X Quantum in August,
could open the door to a quicker and more accessible way to make smaller, more stable,
customized setups for experiments. Physicists have long sought to use ultracold atom devices
in settings ranging from space exploration to hydrology. However, the process of getting atoms
cold enough to take on any of these tasks is often complex and arduous. Experimental setups
are too big and fragile to become commercialized devices for use outside of academic labs. But
the Nottingham team’s experiment is smaller—it has a volume of 0.15 cubic meter, which makes
it slightly bigger than a stack of 10 large pizza boxes. The new study is a step forward in making
this tool for fundamental physics research more affordable and accessible. #MFG #QNT #GBR
Wired

→ Nano Dimension announced a collaboration with the Fraunhofer Institute for Manufacturing
Engineering and Automation IPA on Tuesday, September 7, to develop the next generation of
3D printing systems. Under the two-year collaboration plan, Nano Dimension and Fraunhofer
will focus on the research and development within the field of autonomous fabrication of
electromechanical systems based on 3D freeform printing and the highest precision 3D
assembly technologies. #MFG #AUT #USA #DEU Seeking Alpha

→ Spurred by the development of emerging technologies, novel materials with unique
and enhanced properties are being developed rapidly. However, these advanced materials
(AdMs) lack a clear definition and categorization framework. In a study conducted by the U.S.
Army Engineer Research and Development Center (ERDC), the authors attempt to establish a
practitioner-driven definition and categorization system for AdMs to better help assess their
environmental safety and occupational health (ESOH) risks. The study defines AdMs as “a
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material that exhibits novel or enhanced properties AND superior performance relative to other
materials.” It also categorizes AdMs based on one of four qualities that makes a certain material
novel or enhanced: physiochemical or biological attributes; novel use of a conventional material;
unique combination of conventional materials; and development of the material by advanced
manufacturing. #MFG #USA ERDC

AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS
→ A new technique gives self-driving cars better understanding of “object permanence.”
Currently, for a self-driving car, a bicycle that is momentarily hidden by a passing van is a
bicycle that has ceased to exist. Modern AI is based on machine learning. If an engineer wants
a computer to recognize a stop sign, they write a program that can learn for itself, and then
show that program thousands of pictures of stop signs. Similar techniques are used to train
self-driving cars to operate in traffic. But in a recent paper in Artificial Intelligence, Mehul Bhatt of
Orebro University, in Sweden, describes a different approach. He and his colleagues took some
existing AI programs which are used by self-driving cars and bolted onto them a piece of
software called a symbolic-reasoning engine. In tests, if one car momentarily blocked the sight
of another, the reasoning-enhanced software could keep track of the blocked car, predict where
and when it would reappear, and take steps to avoid it if necessary. Dr. Bhatt argues that in
many cases, it might be simpler and more effective to program some of the rules from the start,
rather than to rely solely on ML. #AUT #AI #SWE The Economist
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→ Germany’s Vay, which has been testing a fleet of remote-controlled electric vehicles all
over Berlin, plans to roll out a mobility service in Europe and potentially the U.S. next
year. For a fraction of the price of an Uber, customers will be able to order a remote-controlled
car, drive themselves to their desired destination and then get out, leaving it to a human
teledriver miles away to either park the vehicle or steer it to a next client. The company’s trained
teledrivers operate from stations equipped with a steering wheel, pedals, and several large
monitors for 360-degree vision without blind spots. The system has built-in redundancies,
prevents speeding, and overlays safety information onto the screens to make rides safer. While
outfitting cars with self-driving technology can add as much as $100K of cost, Vay says its
proprietary software and hardware costs just a few thousand euros and could be installed on
any car on the market. In a later step, Vay plans to introduce a ride-hailing service that’s entirely
remote-controlled. #AUT #DEU #USA Bloomberg

SEMICONDUCTORS & CHIPS
→ Semiconductor Manufacturing International Corp., China’s largest chip maker, said it
is teaming up with the Shanghai government to build an $8.87B chip production line in
the city, furthering China’s ambitions for semiconductor self-sufficiency in the middle of
a global chip shortage. SMIC said that the chip production facility will be built through a joint
venture with the Shanghai government’s Lin-Gang Free Trade Zone Administration. It would
specialize in the mature technologies of 28-nanometer process nodes and higher and churn out
100K 12-inch wafers a month when complete. The company also said the joint venture will have
a registered capital of $5.5B, and the remaining funds will be raised through third-party
investors. SMIC joins other major chip makers that have announced expansion plans as the
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industry has struggled to meet rising demand. Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Co. said it
would invest $100B over the next three years to increase production capacity. South Korean
technology giant Samsung Electronics plans to invest $116B by 2030, and U.S.-based Global
Foundries has said it is doubling capital investment this year to boost capacity. Intel has also
pledged $20B toward expanding its chip manufacturing capabilities and is exploring a deal to
buy GlobalFoundries. #CHP #CHN #TWN #KOR #USA WSJ

→ Ford and General Motors continue to curtail production in the latest examples of how
a computer chip shortage continues to affect auto makers. GM on Thursday, September 2,
said it is idling its two main pickup truck plants, in Silao, Mexico, and Indiana. The company is
also suspending production at three other factories for a couple of weeks, meaning no output of
various SUV models. Meanwhile, Ford is scaling back pickup production at its three truck plants.
The global chip shortage has crimped production at most car manufacturers since the start of
the year. Semiconductors are critical for vehicles, being used in everything from engines and air
bags to touch-screen displays. Ford said in April that it expects the semiconductor shortage to
cause production losses of about 1.1M vehicles this year, for a bottom-line hit of about $2.5B. In
the midst of the global chip shortage, regulators are monitoring the automotive industry for
market abuses. China’s top market watchdog said last month that it is investigating auto-chip
dealers that it suspects are driving up prices. #CHP #USA #CHN WSJ

→ ASML’s extreme ultraviolet (EUV) lithography machines perform a crucial role in the
chipmaking ecosystem, and they have been used in the manufacture of the latest, most
advanced chips, including those in new iPhones as well as computers used for AI. The
company’s next EUV system, a part of which is being built in Connecticut, will use a new trick to
shrink the size of features on the resulting chips, boosting their performance. The current
generation of EUV machines are each roughly the size of a bus and cost $150M. Only a few
companies can afford them, and most go to the world’s big three leading-edge chipmakers: the
world’s leading foundry, Taiwan-based TSMC, as well as Samsung, in South Korea, and Intel.
The finished component will be shipped to Veldhoven in the Netherlands by the end of 2021,
and then added to the first prototype next-generation EUV machine by early 2022. The first
chips made using the new systems may be minted by Intel, which has said it will get the first of
them, expected by 2023. Amid the recent chip shortage, ASML’s products have become central
to a geopolitical struggle between the U.S. and China. The U.S. government has successfully
pressured the Dutch not to grant the export licenses needed to send the machines to China,
and ASML says it has shipped none to the country. #CHP #Geopolitics #NLD #USA #CHN
#TWN #KOR Wired

→ Intel plans to build new chip-making facilities in Europe valued at up to $95B,
responding to a cross-border race to add manufacturing capacity at a time of a global
chip-supply crunch. Intel on Tuesday, September 8, said the company was planning two chip
factories at a new site in Europe and could potentially expand it further, with the increases
raising the total investment over about a decade to the equivalent of as much as €80B. The
facilities would cater to demand for semiconductors as computers, cars, and gadgets become
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more chip-hungry. Rival TSMC, the world largest contract chip maker, this year said it would
spend a record $100B over the next three years to increase production capacity. South Korean
rival Samsung last month said it plans to boost investments by one third to more than $205B
over the next three years, in part to pursue leadership in chip manufacturing. Intel’s
manufacturing expansion in Europe is part of a push to make Intel a major contract chip maker,
producing semiconductors not just for its own purposes but also companies such as
mobile-phone giant Qualcomm and cloud-computing provider Amazon. #CHP #USA #TWN
#KOR WSJ

QUANTUM TECHNOLOGY
→ Quantum computers may be now able to employ a “call-a-friend” tactic to make sure
their answers are correct. In a study published in Physical Review X, a team of physicists from
Vienna, Innsbruck, Oxford, and Singapore designed an error-correction method that lets
quantum computers check each other’s answers. While quantum computers are advancing
quickly, the devices are still extremely sensitive to outside influences — like heat and cosmic
rays — that make them more prone to errors that affect their computations, according to the
researchers. With more and more quantum computers becoming available, this technique may
be key to making sure they are doing what is advertised. #QNT #AUT #GBR #SGP TQD

→ A new quantum radar technology developed by a team of Chinese researchers would
be able to detect stealth planes by generating a mini electromagnetic storm to detect
objects. A research team at Tsinghua University’s aerospace engineering school reported their
findings in a paper in Journal of Radars. But the research suggested that taking the step from
theoretical stealth-detecting quantum radar and small-scale prototypes to an actual device will
not be an easy task. According to the South China Morning Post, they are looking for industrial
partners to build a full-sized version. This is not the first time Chinese scientists have said they
have developed a quantum radar or created a device that can undermine stealth
technology. In 2016, scientists also reported they could detect stealth aircraft; although, other
scientists remain skeptical that the approach will ever pan out. #QNT #CHN TQD SCMP

→ Quantum Machines announced on Monday, September 6, that it has secured $50M in
Series B funding to expand its growth into quantum cloud computing and drive its
worldwide distribution. The latest round was led by Red Dot Capital Partners with the
participation of Exor, Claridge Israel, Samsung NEXT, Valor Equity Partners, Atreides
Management LP, and joined by TLV Partners, Battery Ventures, Altshuler Shaham as well as
other existing investors. The company has recently announced significant milestones to propel
quantum development, releasing QUA, the first standard universal language for quantum
computers, and the Quantum Orchestration Platform (QOP) – increasing quantum R&D teams’
productivity by orders of magnitude. The advanced capabilities and infrastructure enable
researchers to execute the highly complex algorithms necessary for tackling the most advanced
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challenges facing quantum computing, including quantum error correction, multi-qubit
calibrations, and more. #QNT #ISR TQD

→ IonQ, the leading developer of quantum computing devices, and the University of
Maryland, an international powerhouse in quantum research and applications,
announced a partnership to create the National Quantum Lab at Maryland, or Q-Lab. It will
be the nation’s first user facility that enables the scientific community to pursue world-leading
research through hands-on access to a commercial-grade quantum computer. UMD-affiliated
students, faculty, researchers, staff, and partners across the country will have an unprecedented
opportunity to gain experience with IonQ’s industry-leading trapped-ion quantum computer
hardware and collaborate with IonQ scientists and engineers. The Q-Lab is expected to
significantly democratize access to this technology, generate new intellectual property, and
attract global scientific and engineering talent to the area. The news continues a year of
considerable momentum for IonQ. Its trapped-ion quantum computers were recently added to
Google Cloud Marketplace, making IonQ the only supplier whose quantum computers are
available via all major cloud providers (Google Cloud, Microsoft Azure, and Amazon Web
Services). In addition, IonQ’s co-founders joined the White House’s National Quantum Initiative
Advisory Committee to accelerate the development of the national strategic technological
imperative. #QNT #USA Maryland Today

GEOPOLITICS
→ China and Russia are cooperating, perhaps most notably, on energy issues, but the
two countries appear to be testing the waters for broader partnerships, ranging from
military and economic to scientific and technological. U.S. observers are watching this
convergence, notes a research report published last month by Georgetown University’s Center
for Security and Emerging Technology (CSET). The report, Headline or Trend Line? Evaluating
Chinese-Russian Collaboration in AI, observes that both countries are prioritizing AI research,
though China’s investments far outweigh Russia’s. The authors present takeaways around the
scope, trends, and key areas of AI research, examining each over time to gauge relative growth
or decline. The report uses data to support a few key observations:

● While China-Russia joint research publications have increased, the number is still less
than U.S.-China and U.S.-Russia joint publications on AI, and the China-Russia
publications represent a tiny fraction of all Chinese AI research.

● China-Russia investments in AI have proven uneven, fluctuating up and down in recent
years. China-Russia AI investments are higher than U.S.-Russia AI investments, but
US-China AI investments are higher than both.

#Geopolitics #AI #USA #CHN #RUS Breaking Defense

→ The Chinese military is currently conducting a feasibility study about the effect of
sending personnel related to its foreign economic investment program known as the Belt
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and Road Initiative in the coming years to Bagram. A spokesman for the Chinese Foreign
Ministry on Tuesday, September 7, issued a carefully crafted denial of plans for an imminent
takeover of the military airfield. The current consideration in Beijing is not for any pending
movements, rather a potential deployment as long as two years from now. And it would not
encompass taking over the base but rather sending personnel and supplies at the invitation of
the government in Kabul. China's latest consideration matches well-worn practices it has
perfected in recent years to quietly expand its economic and military influence beyond its
borders under the guise of infrastructure investment projects. Seemingly in anticipation of the
U.S.-backed government's collapse, China in August began making preparations to embrace
the Taliban as the rightful government in Kabul were it to seize power. It, along with Russia,
abstained from voting on a recent U.N. Security Council resolution calling on the Taliban to,
among other things, allow safe passage out of Afghanistan for those who wish to flee.
#Geopolitics #AFG #USA #CHN #RUS U.S. News

CYBERSECURITY
→ Cybercriminals are stealing sensitive data and threatening to publish it online unless
the victim pays a large ransom. Previously, ransomware attackers focused on encrypting
victims’ data, making it inaccessible, and potentially disrupting business operations until a
ransom was paid. But over the past year, new ransomware hackers looked for leverage in the
form of information that would potentially harm a company if made public, and would sometimes
combine their data thefts with attacks that encrypted information. The new type of attack started
in early 2020 and has increased rapidly. Such threats featured in 81% of ransomware attacks
during the second quarter of 2021, according to Coveware, a cybersecurity company that helps
companies recover from ransomware attacks. #Cybersecurity WSJ

→ Organizational leaders know cybersecurity breaches are coming, yet they’re
struggling to make necessary improvements that could potentially stop them, according
to new research by the University of Virginia. The researchers found that over the last five
years, even as IT leaders ranked cybersecurity in the top two areas that require more
investment, the average cybersecurity budget has increased only marginally.

A series of questions asked respondents whether they followed five common best practices:

● Appointing a chief information security officer (CISO, or equivalent);
● Having cyber-insurance coverage to help offset costs of data breaches and attacks;
● Actively using cybersecurity-related metrics to evaluate their own internal performance;
● Requiring employees to undergo regular cybersecurity training;
● Incorporating cybersecurity reviews or considerations in several key business/IT

processes.

The researchers defined readiness as the extent to which the five best practices were adopted
within organizations. And the results suggest that we are likely to continue to see many
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high-profile cybersecurity incidents across a wide range of industries and organizations for
years to come. To manage the risk, organizations should have mandatory cybersecurity
awareness and training programs, they should have someone with formal responsibility over
cybersecurity, and they should have a layered defense that requires multiple failures before real
damage can occur. #Cybersecurity #USA UVA

SUPPLY CHAINS
→ The Defense Department stood up a new task force, on August 30, dedicated to
addressing ongoing challenges with its supply chain. The task force’s work is expected to
take two years to complete. It will build on existing DoD efforts to shore up supply chain risks
that have been an increasingly critical concern for the Pentagon, Congress, and the Biden
administration. The COVID-19 pandemic, in particular, brought some long-perceived supply
chain vulnerabilities into stark light. In February, President Joe Biden issued an executive order
requiring a comprehensive review of U.S. supply chains. That order requires DoD early next
year to report “initial findings” on defense supply chain issues. But the new task force will go
beyond merely “reporting requirements,” the Department said. Currently, about 70 percent of
chips globally are made in Asia. Last month, the Pentagon announced that U.S. tech giants Intel
and Qualcomm have been chosen through the NSTXL-run RAMP-C (Rapid Advanced
Microelectronics Prototypes-Commercial) program to diversify chip designs for defense
applications, as well as to bolster capacity by spinning up a U.S.-based foundry (a specialized
facility for manufacturing chips). #SCRM #CHP #USA Breaking Defense
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